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If K is a compact subset of Cn, then the algebra .d(K) of functions 
continuous on K and holomorphic on the interior of K presents many 
difficulties. However, if K is the closure of a strictly pseudoconvex 
domain with C3-boundary, then a great deal is known. The maximal 
ideal space of d(K) is K. By Henkin’s approximation theorem [5] 
every f E .d(K) is the uniform limit of functions holomorphic in a 
neighborhood of K. If K is also polynomially convex then the poly- 
nomials are dense in .d(K). A recent result of Sibony-Wermer [16] 
asserts that if K has a C4 boundary and f: K --f @” is a C4 embedding 
which is holomorphic on the interior of K with f(K) polynomially 
convex, then the coordinate functions off generate .d(K) as a Banach 
algebra. Kerzman and Nagel [7] and Ovrelid [14] have shown that 
each maximal ideal at a point of the interior of K is finitely generated 
(this is a partial converse of Gleason’s result [2] on finitely generated 
maximal ideals). 
Our work here began with two observations: (1) Rossi’s observation 
in [I 51 that the results stated above can be generalized to the case 
where K is the compact closure of a pseudoconvex domain in a Stein 
manifold by embedding the Stein manifold in @” and using a generali- 
zation of the DocquierGrauert lemma [l]; (2) the Sibony-Wermer 
theorem can not only be generalized to the above setting, but its 
proof can be greatly simplified (in particular, the use of Forster’s 
results on Ranach modules can be replaced by a simple linear algebra 
lemma). 
While discussing these things we discovered a third fact: The 
assumption that K is embedded in an ambient Stein manifold is also 
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unnecessary; that is, one need not assume that the complex structure 
of K extends through the boundary. This follows combining Kahn’s 
results [8, 91 on the a-Neumann problem for finite pseudoconvex 
manifolds with techniques from Hijrmander [6]. 
Thus we were led to the following setting: K is a compact C’- 
manifold with boundary; the interior of K has a complex structure 
which extends in a C’ fashion up to (but not necessarily through) the 
boundary; with respect to this complex structure, K has a strictly 
pseudoconvex boundary and admits a global strictly plurisubharmonic 
real valued function (for a more precise description of this setting see 
Section I). The purpose of the paper then is to prove analogs of the 
results of Henkin, Sibony-Wermcr, and Kerzman Nagel Ovrclici for 
.d(K) in this setting. 
Actually, our results on &(k-) follow as easy applications of two 
results which are perhaps more basic and should be regarded as our 
main theorems. The first of these (Proposition 3.3) is an embedding 
theorem; it states that K (as described above) has a C” embedding 
in C’” which is holomorphic on the interior of K. ‘I’he second main 
theorem (Theorem 4.8) extends the generalized Docquier-Grauert 
lemma of [15]; it states that if f: K + C” is a C”j’ embedding (holo- 
morphism on the interior of K) then f(K) is a Cq-‘-holomorphic 
retract of a compact set which is the closure of a strongly pseudo- 
convex domain with 0 -l boundary. 
The first two sections comprise an adaptation of techniques of Kahn 
[8, 91 and Hormander [6] to obtain a vanishing theorem for Dolbeault 
cohomology on k’ and an approximation theorem for sections of 
holomorphic vector bundles on K. In Section 3 these results are used 
to establish three facts: (1) the embedding theorem (Proposition 3.3); 
(2) that the maximal ideal space of J&“(K) is K (Corollary 3.8); and (3) 
that the complex tangent bundle of K has enough global sections to 
generate the tangent space at each point (Proposition 3.4). If one is 
only interested in the case where K is the closure of a stronglv pseudo- 
convex domain in a Stein manifold, these three facts are common 
knowledge and, hence, Sections I, 2, and 3 may be skipped (although 
the reader should probably glance at Section 3 and verify for himself 
that its contents are classical in this case). 
In Section 4 we establish the generalized Doquier-Grauert projec- 
tion lemma for our setting. For this purpose we generalize a construc- 
tion of Sibony-Wermer. However, their use of Forster’s results on 
projective Banach modules is replaced by a simple lemma (Lemma 4.9) 
on the existence of pseudo-inverses for matrices of functions. 
In Section 5 \VC apply the preceding results to obtain analogs in our 
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setting of the approximation results of Henkin and Sibony-Wermer 
P-h eorem 5.5) and the theorem of Kerzman-Nagel-Ovrelid 
(Theorem 5.6). 
1. FINITE S. Ps. C. MANIFOLDS AND THE THEOREM OF KOHN 
In [8], Kohn defines a strongly pseudoconvex manifold to be a 
relatively compact submanifold, with smooth boundary, of a complex 
manifold, which satisfies certain additional conditions. These con- 
ditions are significant for his results, but the assumption that the 
complex structure extends through the boundary is not. This 
observation is our starting point; we shall briefly describe this context. 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let X be a C” manifold and $ a C” real-valued 
function on X. The set K = [.Y F X; g(x) < 0) is a smooth jinite 
manzyold if 
(a) K is compact, 
(b) if #(x) = 0, then d+(x) # 0. 
The set 2K = {x E X; #(x) = 0} is the boundary of K; it is a compact 
submanifold of X. We denote k’ = K - aK, the interior of K. We 
shall let V:” represent the sheaf of germs of (restrictions of) C” 
functions on K. The tangent bundle T of K is the restriction of the 
tangent bundle of X to K. If E is a vector bundle on K, it is a smooth 
sector bundle if its transition functions lie in %‘“. In this case we shall 
denote by V”(E) the sheaf of C” sections of E on K. If U is an open 
subset of K, C&ur*(E) is the collection of C” sections over Il. 
We shall assume throughout that K is a smooth finite manifold in 
an almost complex manifold X (which means only that there is a C” 
tensor J: T + T over K such that J” -- -I). In this case, if A’ is the 
bundle of differential r-forms on K, A’ splits into types: Ar == 
&, (I=r @ AP$P and the exterior derivative d: C”(Ar) + Cx(AY+r) splits 
into types: d = a + 2, with a: C”(Ap,p) + C?(Ap-l-l~), 2: Ccc(Ap~~) -+ 
C”(lw’1). 
1.2. DEFINITION. Let K be a smooth finite manifold in an almost 
complex manifold X of real dimension 2n. We define the subsheaf Ln 
(on K) of 95”” by 0 = {q~ E %F; &p = O}. For p E K, a holomorphic 
coordinate at p is an n-tuple (qr ,..., TV) of germs in GD such that 
44 ..’ fl @n(p) # 0. 
Thus K has local coordinates if and only if there are local diffeo- 
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morphisms into C” given by sections of 6. A necessary condition for 
the existence of holomorphic coordinates is integrability, that is, 
a2 = 0. By the Newlander-Nirenberg theorem [13], this is sufficient 
at points of I?; for p E aK, the problem has recently been solved using 
ideas of Boutet de Monvel (see the Appendix). We shall assume 
throughout that a2 = 0 on K. (Of course, this is quite different from 
assuming that the almost complex structure of X is integrable.) A 
smooth complex vector bundle E whose transition functions are 
sections of 0 will be called a holomorphic vector bundle on K. Note 
that if K has local holomorphic coordinates at all points, the tangent 
bundle (with the complex structure defined by J) becomes a holo- 
morphic vector bundle. 
Now if 9 is a real-valued function on X, the skew-hermitian form 
i&(p) is the imaginary part of a hermitian symmetric form on T,, , 
called the Hessian HP(q) of F. 
1.3. DEFINITION. Let K x (zc E X; #(&z) < 0) be a smooth finite 
submanifold of an almost complex manifold X. If 
(a) for p E 3K, H,(#) is positive definite, 
(b) a2 = 0 on K, 
we shall call K a finite S. 1%. C. manifold. 
Throughout the remainder of this section X is a fixed finite S. Ps. C. 
manifold. Kohn’s results (as he himself remarks [8, p. 1451) apply to 
such a K. We now summarize those results. 
Let E -+ K be a holomorphic vector bundle. Let flp>q(E) mu= 
E @e AP34. Since the transition functions F,fl of E satisfy %‘x0 := 0, 2 
extends (by 1 @ 2) to 
1.4. DEFINITION. O(E) = {q E e=(E); $9, = O> is the sheaf of 
germs of holomorphic sections of E. 
The main theorem of Kohn (see [IO] as well) is: 
1.5. THEOREM. If K is n jinite S. Ps. C. manifold and E -+ K is a 
holomorphic vector bundle, A/*jJ(K, E) is finite dimensional for q :- 0. 
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For our purposes we need a criterion for the vanishing of these 
cohomology groups, and this requires us to make the L2 theory of 
Kohn more explicit. 
Let T (the tangent bundle) and E be endowed with hermitian fiber 
metrics p, v, respectively. These metrics canonically induces metrics 
on the bundles AOs’J(E), whose inner product we shall denote by ( , >. 
Let W be the volume element in the Riemannian metric on K 
induced by II. For f, g E C,“(A”~~(E)), we introduce the inner product 
(L d = ?; (f, g> dl’> 
and let B(E) be its Hilbert space completion. 8 is a closeable densely 
defined operator; let D be the domain of its closure (still denoted a), 
and let 8* be the adjoint of 2 and D* its domain. We introduce the 
formal adjoint 6 of 2; it is the differential operator determined on R 
by Stokes’ theorem so that 
so long as one off, g is of compact support in R. Let b be the collection 
off E C’,/‘(/l”~‘l(E)) such that, for all p E aK and g, E %‘p”(AO**-l(E)), 
Cf> 9 * w+1= 0 ( recall that # is the boundary function on K). Now 
we need the following important result. 
1.6. IJ~~M~. [8, p. 1391. 6 is dense in D n D* in the Dirichlet 
norm. 
D(fa f) dfll” -:- 1 ;if II2 + i: 8*fl1”, 
and for f E ri, a* == 6. 
1.7. DEFINITION. Let #q(p, V) x (CJI E D n D*; ~*QI = 01. 
1.8. THEOREM. [8,9]. F or any metrics p, v, &?‘J(p, v) C C” and the 
map z?~(P, V) + Hq(E) is an isomorphism. If f E C,“(flO,q(E)), af = 0 
and (f, h) = 0 f or all h E Xq(t~, v), then f = $g for some 
g E C,bl,l”(AoJ-‘(E)). . 
I .9. COROLLARY. If we can find metrics p, v on K so that 
C(ll W!” + lifll”> 3 lbf ii2 (1.10) 
for all f in 6, then A?q(E) = (01. 
Proof. Obviously Zq(p, V) = (0). 
580/24,'1-2 
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2. ADmTATIoN OF TECHNIQUES OF ERMANDER 
2.1. DEFINITIOX. Let K be a finite S. 1’s. C. manifold. A global 
S. Ps. C. function on K is a real-valued function ‘p E C, such that 
$,(g)) is positive definite for all p E K. 
It is known that, if there is such a function and K is contained in 
a complex manifold, then the cohomology groups 2’~ vanish for 
q ,b 0. But all proofs use the ambient structure. In our case also, 
G’?~(R, E) ~~~ 0 for q :‘-, 0, as is proven in Hormander [6, p. 1141. We 
shall show that his argument will work in Kohn’s situation as well. 
Thus we consider the following situation. 
Let K == [x f~ X; C(x) < 01 b e a finite S. Ps. C. manifold, and 
suppose that g; E CK is real-valued and %$(q) is positive definite for 
all p E K. Let p bc a hermitian metric on K, and let 
Let E + K be a holomorphic vector bundle and let v be a fiber metric 
on E. Let L,q be the Hilbert space introduced above obtained by using 
the metrics p, e-“v on T, E, respectively. 
2.2. LEMMA. There aye constants C, K, independent of cp, such that 
for allf E l?,, where I’ ’ ~lg; is the norm in I,, and i f Irn is the point norm ill 
flOpn(E). 
PYOOf. The essential estimate is a local one. Thus, we shall first 
show the following. For p E K, and c,: a neighborhood of p, let fii,. 
represent the space of scalar-valued forms in h which are compactly 
supported in U. We shall show that for a properly chosen U, (2.3) 
holds for f E B,IJ . 
For p E K, choose a coordinate neighborhood U of p with C” 
coordinates x1 ,..., X? such that either (a) c’ is disjoint from Fk’ if 
p $ 8K, or (b) if p E 8K, (xzn = O> defines the boundary. In U, find 
an orthonormal basis (relative to the metric p) WI,..., wV1. of (1, 0)-forms 
such that, in case (b), wll = &c*n//; 8~~~ 1. Define the local differential 
operators ai , ai by 
(Ill = C (ijjU)W” -‘- C (i’fU)W”, 11 E CU”. 
1 L 
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Let ai bc defined by Siu = e? Zi(ue-v). For f E Dc’q, we can write 
f -= CJfJWJ, where J ranges over all increasing sequences J =: 
(.jl ,..., j,). By [9, Lemma 2. I 1, p. 4541, sincef E B, if I : is a neighbor- 
hood of type (b), we have,f, ~--: 0 on 8K n .C,’ whenever IZ E ,J. Jf Ij7 is a 
neighborhood of type (a),,f, em= 0 on r’i I’ for all J. Thus in the follo\ting 
computations all boundary integrals are zero and should bc ignored 
except for neighborhoods of type (b). 
We shall now follow Hiirmander’s exposition [6, pp. I I 1 -1 141, 
taking care of all integrations by parts. Before any such integrations, 
we reach his [6, (5.25)]: 
xzherc J ranges over all increasing q-tuples, K over all increasing 
((I ~- I)-tuplcs and fK is defined from the f, by skew-symmetr!- in the 
indices. 
We no\v integrate by parts in the last term of (2.4). ‘l’he condition 
,j, -= 0 on 8k’ for IZ E J assures us that when we do so, no boundary 
terms appear. To see this, let us first note that the tangent bundle to 
it&- is defined by d,$” : 0. Since an = ~~y~‘~ ji i‘s”” , 1,‘~ 11;l\~-e 
(,,)I /_ CG’~ = 0. Thus if A’, S’ are the forms IIJ A pi \vith (*ii, C;J’ 
rcspectivcly deleted, 4’ I-- &Y = 0 on c?K for i n. Finallv since 
co’, d 0 forj . . . . 11, the vector fields P, , Zj(,j I ’ 12) arc ta&ntial 
to i:K along c?K. Thus, for any K, 
For k . ~z, the boundary term vanishes because W” does. If I< ~~. 12, 
then .frC, ~~~~ 0 on %K, so again the boundary term vanishes. Similarly, 
Again, if j < n, the boundary term vanishes. If j _ ?z, then /i i- n 
(otherwise .f,,, =: 0), so 2,. is tangential and .fin- 0 on SK. Thus 
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aJj, L--L- 0 on ZK, but this is our g, so again the boundary term 
vanishes. Now, in both (1.18) and ( I. 19) the last terms can be estimated 
by J 1 f % e-q dV, ind ependently of q. Thus (2.4) becomes 
C’ .,‘!I: +- 2( ?fl: 4 :,f’ ii,) 
We now estimate the last term; to do that we need a formula for the 
bracket [Sj , ;,,.I. We adapt Hbrmandcr’s notation to ours. Let 
&A’~ 1 r?$!‘A (01 
(notice the change from (5.26) of Hormander). Since w” -= ixi)‘L/ !ii.zP];, 
where Pi is the boundary function, and thus Pi(x2~~) is positive 
definite on t?K, it follows that (C{3)i,j ;,r is also positive definite [9, 
Lemma 2.10, p. 4531. Let a& ~ C ~ijwi A G?, then (yij) represents 
ZJ1(v) in the basis (ml,..., w”f, so (qij) is positive definite; in fact if h(p) 
is its smallest eigenvalue, 
Finally, 
(2.8) 
Substituting (2.8) into (2.7) we obtain 
C’i .f!S 1. 2(,’ ;If’l$ -j- ,! f3f ~z) 
We now integrate by parts in (2.9). As before, there is no boundary 
term unless i = n. We thus obtain 
(2.10) 
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where T is a sum of terms of the form 
h being some function independent of y. If we let B bound all the 
functions 12 which arise in u, we can estimate such terms by an 
expression of the form 




/ 5& I2 II-* dl;), 
for any A 1, 0. Taking A = 2B, and noting that the remaining 
boundary integral is nonnegative, we obtain 
PB2 + C’) Ilfl: + 2(/’ w + II Y5, 
Thus, the local estimate is completed: For any p E K, (there is a 
neighborhood 7~: of p, and a constant CU such that, for any f E fi,, 
compactly supported in L;, 
C” ’ i Jfl ’ em0 dV + 4(j 8ffllz + 11 Sf 11:) > I,” 1 f 1’ e? rlC-. (2.1 I) 
We return now to the situation described in the statement of 
Lemma 2.2. Choosing the neighborhood U smaller, we may assume 
thatEistrivialonU.Letf = (fl,...,f”) p re resent this trivialization. 
Clearly, f E fi if and only thefi E 8. There is an Ed > 0 such that the 
fiber metric v dominates the trivial metric on u by c0 , and vice versa 
(the metrics are equivalent on 0): 
<f>f> 2 60X Ifi I2 3 %Yf,f> (2.12) 
throughout U. Let 6, be the adjoint of a in the trivial metric of CT: 
we have that 6 - 6, is a 0th order (multiplication) operator. Thus 
there is a constant Cc such that 
iI@ - s,)fll: G c; l!f 11: (2.13) 
for all f E DU(Aop”(E)). N ow we add the inequalities (2.1 I), which we 
know hold componentwise for such an f. Letting 11 f/I be the norm is 
the trivial metric on E, this gives a 
C,llf II: + 4(/i Wk,” + II sof Ii:) 3 1 h If l’2 e-Q dV. 
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Using (2.12) and (2.13) this gives 
(l:t,,‘)[4C’;, + Cal) .f ‘Z 4(11 ;.f,f -;- 1 8,f ;, _)* x I.fl’(’ ‘i t/l‘. (2.14) 
Now, cover K by finitely many- such neighborhoods [r-r ,..., I -,,‘(. 
Let E,, be the smallest of the E,,,? . Let {pr2,..., pNBj be a partition of 0 0 
unity subordinate to this cover. For .f~ n, pj.fg II,. and so (2.14) 
applies to pjf. Since, for any u 
we obtain, by adding the local inequalities (2.14), 
for some constants C, E” . Lemma 2.2 is proven. 
2.16. '~IEOREM. Let K he a jinite S. f’s. c. man(fold with a global 
SPSHfunction and E A K a holomorphic .i*ector bundle. Tllen, jkr gire?z 
jiber metrics p, v on TK , E respectively, these is a .function p such that 
for all conz!e.r increa.&g .functions x with x‘ -.x 1 we hate the estimate 
for .f E Bv, q ’ 0. 
Proof. Let F,, be the function whose existence is asserted in 
Definition 2.1, and let X,(p) be its minimum cigenvaluc (rclativc to 
the metric p). l’hen, if x,, is a positive increasing convex function on 
R, the minimum eigenvalue of F == xO(cpO) is x,‘(q,,(p)) X,(p). Choose 
such a x0 so that 
with CUE,, as in (2.15). Then (2.17) holds for y, and a fortiori, for 
every x(q). 
2.18. COROLL.~RY. If E --f K is a holomorphic vector bundle on K, 
with K as in 2. I6 the?? tl”(K, E) = 0 fey (I 0. 
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Now, if K is a finite S. Ps. C. manifold with a global SPSH function, 
we can amalgamate the boundary function and the global SPSH 
function to produce a y E C”(K) such that 
(a) cp < 0 on K. 
(b) 2K = fp E K; y(p) z-7 01; for p E i;K, d?(p) + 0. 
(c) H,,(v) is positive definite for all p E K. 
(See, for example [12].) 11 t’e shall consider K endowed with such a pl 
for the rest of this section. Let K, 1 [p E K; y(p) -: c}, for r < 0. 
Then Kc is a strongly pseudoconvex Stein manifold, and for r A c’, 
Kc, is K,-convex. However, our concern is with the existence of C” 
boundary values, and for that wc can adapt the approximation 
theorem of Hormandcr. 
2.19. ?'HEOREM. Let E + A7 be u holomorphic vector bundle endowed 
with un hermitian metric. Then, for c < 0, G,(E) (={f E C,-(E); 
zf = 0)) is dense in OKe(E) in the L2(dV) topology on K, . 
PYOOf. ‘l’he proof is exactly as in [6, Theorem 4.3.11. Notice, that 
since E is locally trivial,(it makes sense to talk of the local uniform 
topology on E, and the 1,l,‘(dV)-topology dominates the local uniform 
topology. Thus 
2.20. COROLLARY. I,et E -+ K be a holomorphic vector bundle on 
the complete K-complex manifold K. Then, forp E li, and C; a su$ficiently 
small compact neighborhood of p, LcK(E) is uniformly dense in I?,;(E). 
Proof. Just choose c CL: 0 so that CC K-,, . 
3. EMBEDDING OF COMPLETE S. Ps. C. MANIFOLDS WITH 
LOCAL COORDINATES 
For the remainder of this paper we shall take K to be a finite 
S. Ps. C. manifold which admits a global SPSH function. By the 
Appendix there arc local holomorphic coordinates, even at boundary 
points. We shall call such a K a complete jinite S. Ps. C. manifold. 
3.1. DEFINITIOK. Let 0 < q < a. By .d’l(K) we mean the 
algebra of all g-times continuously differentiable functions defined 
on K, which are holomorphic on K. 
For p T’ 0, thus M(K) ~~-7 (cp F G(K); ap, ::= 01. If the structure of 
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K is real analytic, we shall let &w(K) be the algebra of real analytic 
solutions of ay, = 0. It should be pointed out that if K is real analytic, 
there is no problem of local coordinates; in fact K is contained in a 
complex manifold. The purpose of this section is to show that K is 
the spectrum (space of maximal ideals) of the ring A”(K), and that li 
has an embedding in some C” given by functions in d”(K). 
3.2. LEMMA. Let K be a complete finite S. Ps. C. manifold, and 
p E aK. There ix another complete finite S. Ps. C. manifold K’ and an 
embedding @: K + K’ such that p E A?‘. 
Proof. Let li be a neighborhood of p which admits a holomorphic 
coordinate #, with #(p) == 0. Th en there is a neighborhood N of 0 
in C”, and a real valued f E CNX with df (0) -fl 0 such that +J: CT g 
(2 E N;f(z) < 0). S ince K is S. Ps. C. at p, H,( f ) is positive definite. 
Thus (as in [4, 6]), if p is a nonnegative real-valued compactly sup- 
ported C” function in N which is sufficiently small in the C2 topology, 
Zs(f - p) will be positive definite for all u” in a neighborhood N, of 0. 
Take p actually supported in N,) with p(O) . 0. Let K’ be the union 
of K and {z E N,, ; (f - p)(z) < 0} modulo the equivalence relation: 
p NZ if and only if XE CT:, IE I’, ZEN, and $(x) = z. Let @: 
K -+ K’ be the map Q(X) = equivalence class of X. Then @ is an 
embedding. If q0 is the global SPSH function for K, and v is any 
C” extension of q,, into K’, then 9 is SPSH in a neighborhood of K. 
By shrinking the support of p, we may assume that K’ is this neighbor- 
hood. Thus the lemma is proven. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let K be a complete jinite S. Ps. C. manifold of 
dimension n . 
(a) For P # q, there is a* f E d”(K), f(p) #f(q). 
(b) For p E K, there are fi ,...,fn E&‘“(K) with dfi A *a- A 
dfn(P) # 0. 
(c) There are fi ,..., fN E S?“(K) such that F: K + CN given by 
F(P) = vl(PLfN(PN 
is a C” embedding. 
Proof. As usual (c) follows from (a), (b), and the compactness of K. 
Using Lemma 3.2 twice, there is a K” and an embedding @: K -+ K” 
such that p, q E J?‘. Thus, we can replace K by K”, and we need only 
prove (a) and (b) for interior points. 
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(a) In the notation of Theorem 2.19, there as a c < 0 such that 
p, Q are in K, . Since IQKc separates points in K, , and &“(K) is locally 
uniformly dense in cK, , x2”(K) also separates p from q. 
(b) Since there are local holomorphic coordinates fi ,...,f?& for 
a neighborhood of p, and (fi ,...,f,) + dfi A ... A df,(p) is uniformly 
continuous, by Corollary 2.20. There are also fi ,...,f,, E d”(K) with 
dfI A ... * 4f,(P) f 0. 
More generally, we have the following analog of Theorem A. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Let K be a complete jinite S. Ps. C. manifold, 
and E + K a holomorphic vector bundle on K. Then, there are 
01 ,‘..P U&f E (p,(E) such that u,(p),..., aM(p) span E,, for all p E K. 
Proof. Fix p E K. We will show that there are global sections which 
span at p. If p E 8K, let K’ be given by Lemma 3.1. If (K’ - K) r\ K 
is contained in a neighborhood of p in which E is free, then E extends 
trivially to a holomorphic vector bundle on K’. Thus, as above, we 
need only assume p E R. By Corollary 2.20, since (J + u(p) is locally 
uniformly continuous, there are g1 ,..., ad E O,(E) whose values 
span E. By continuity, these span E,,, throughout a neighborhood of p. 
By compactness we can find finitely many global sections which will 
span at all points of K. 
3.5. PROPOSITION. Let fi, . . . . f,,, E .d”(K) have no common zeros, i.e., 
Z(fl >..., fm) = {p E K, f,(p) = 0, 1 < i -2; nz) (3.6) 
is empty. Then, there are k, ,..., k,,, E d”(K) such that Cy!, fiki = 1. 
Proof, Let F: @ -+ G be the sheaf homomorphism given by 
F(h 1 ,..., 4,) = C.@, . B y h ypothesis, F is surjective. Let 8 be the 
sheaf-theoretic kernel: 8 is defined by the exact sequence 
O---t&----+ 0” -2 (5 + 0. (3.7) 
For p E K, there is a j, 1 < j < m such that f,(p) f 0. Thus, fi is 
nonvanishing in a neighborhood U of p. In U, the map G: (P-i + & 
given by 
G(g, ,...,k, ,..., gm) = (g1 >a.., (-w;f& Y.&a~ 
is a sheaf isomorphism. 
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Thus the sheaf (: is locally free, that is 8 =: O(E), for some vector 
bundle E. 
Now let gj = (fj,C ib I”). Then g mm= (g, ,..., gm) E (fP)“L and 
F(g) = 1. Then F(zg) = a(F(g)) == 0, so 2g is in the kernel of F in 
the sequence 
induced from (3.7). Since this sequence is still exact at the middle 
term, ag E %:,“(E @ AO,l), 
-- 
and clearly 8(8g) m== 0. Thus, by Corollary 
2.18, i3g == au, where ZL EVA=; i.e., u E (%‘K5C)nL and F(u) ~~ 0. 
Thus a(g ~-~ U) -1 0, so g - ZL =m~ (h, ,..., K,,,) is an m-tuple in z/‘(K) 
an d 
C.fikt F(g u) F(f) I. 
3.8. COROLLARY. IfM zs a maximal ideal of .d-*(K), then there is (I 
j+, E K such that $1 -= (,f~ .d”(K);f(p,,) ~- 01. 
Proof. Consider the collection [Z(f)jrEICI (defined by (3.6)) of 
compact subsets of K. Since Z(fJ n ... A Z(f,,J L Z(f, ,...,,f,,), this 
collection has the finite intersection property by the abov-e proposition. 
Thus there is a p, E njthr Z( f ). That is, ,Yl C [f~ .d”(K);f( p,,) -~: 01; 
since AI is maximal, and the ideal of functions, IMP, , vanishing at p,, 
is proper, this containment is equality. 
3.9. COROLLARY. If .&(K) is the uniform closure of .T/’ (K) on K, 
then eeery multiplicative linear functional on &(A-) is giaen by eealuation 
at a point of K. 
Proof. This is immediate, by density, from the above corollary. 
Remark. Proposition 3.5 could just as well been proven by taking 
the cohomology sequence associated to (3.7), and observing that the 
groups Hg(K, E) are the sheaf-theoretic cohomology groups of G. 
This is true because the sequence 
is a fine resolution of O(E). This follows from the vanishing theorem 
(Corollary 2.18) since every p E K has a neighborhood basis of com- 
plete S. Ps. C. manifolds. 
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4. ‘4s IWY~RTANT I,EMMA, AND THE GENERAL GRAUERT-DOCQUIER 
PROJECTION THEOREM 
M-c first prove a crucial lemma of linear algebra. Recall that, if II is 
an II \ WI matrix over any ring R, ;I pseudo-inrerse for u is an m \* 71 
matri\ z/’ such that 
Now let K bc an algebra (over a field F) of F-valued functions on a 
space &I-. \Yc shall assume 1 E R. We shall say that a matrix ZL with 
entries in R has constant rank k if rank(u(x)) :m k for all x E X. 
4.1. IWINITI~N. Suppose that, whenever fr ,..., f,,, E R have no 
common zeros on X, the equation figI 1 ... --; ,f,,,g,,, = 1 has a 
solution with g, ,..., g,,, E R. Then we shall say that R has prop&J (S) 
on ,Y. 
4.2. I,EMMA. Suppose R has property (S) on X. Then eeery matrix 
oz’ey R c!f constant rank has a pseudo-&Terse. 
PYOC~~ I,ct ZL be an n x m matrix over R of constant rank I<. Let 
CI bc an!- 15 1,’ Iz matrix obtained from u by deleting ?z ~ k rows and 
m ~~- 17 columns. ‘I‘1 ren, we shall prove there is an HZ x n matrix 7’ 
such that 
mu ~~~ det(a)u (4.3) 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that a is the (1~ :L h)- 
submatris of ZL in the upper left corner. Thus u has the form 
with h, C, C! matrices of types k x (m - k), (n - k) x. k and (71 -- k) 
Cm A), respectively. I,et 
where ti is the transposed matrix of cofactors of a (i.e., d is defined b! 
trii :-=: titr det(a)l,,). l’hen 
(4.4) 
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But, since u has rank K, cGb = det(a)d. In fact, the (zY,j)th entry of 
det(a)d - c& is the determinant of 
where bj is the jth column of 6, ci is the ith row of c, and dij is the 
(i, j)th entry of d. S’ mce (4.5) is a (k T I) x (k + 1) submatrix of U, 
its determinant is zero. Thus ccib = det(a)d and (4.4) reduces to (4.3). 
Now, let (al ,..., a,} be the set of all h x k submatrices of II. For 
each i, let zli be the m >( n matrix found above, so that UZ’~W =m det(a,)u. 
Since u has constant rank, the functions det(a,),..., det(u,,) have no 
common zeroes on X. Hence, by property (S), there are g, ,..., g,, E R 
such that C gi det(aJ = 1. Let w = Cgizi . Then 
Then, for u’ = wuw, we have 
udu = uw(uwu) = uwu = u, 
dud = wu(wuw)uw = w(uu’u)w = wuw = u’, 
as required. 
Now, in all the definitions of Sections l-3 we always assumed that 
K is a finite submanifold (manifold-with-boundary) of a C” manifold 
X. However, none of the definitions used more than two derivatives. 
Thus, using the same definitions, we can define a 0 finite S. Ps. C. 
manifold, and a complete 0 finite S. Ps. C. manifold, just by replacing 
cg with the integer q, 2 < q < co. 
If K is a CQO finite S. Ps. C. manifold, and q < q. , J&(K) is (by 
Definition 3.1) the space of q-times differentiable functionsfsatisfying 
@ = 0. Fix such a K, and take q > 4. We shall assume the two 
following assertions, for the remainder of this section. 
&*-l(K) has property (S) on K. (4.6) 
There are vector fields ~i ,..., G, , which are Cq on K and 
holomorphic on $? such that ~i( p), . . . , v,(p) span TK,P (over C) 
for all p E K. (4.7) 
The following result generalizes a construction of Sibony and 
Wermer [ 161, as well as the main result of [I 51. 
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4.8. THEOREM. Let F: K -+ 12” be a 0 embedding (q >, 3). There 
is a compact set E 1 F(K) such that 
(a) E is a Cqjinite S. Ps. C. manifold in C’” of dimension ~1, 
(b) F(l?) = g n F(K), 
(c) there is a 0 map x-: E + F(K), holomorphic on 8 such that 
n(x) 1 x for x t F(K). 
Proof. Let k -- dim, K. Let z’i ,..., u,,, be the vector fields whose 
existence is assured by (4.7). Then, for any p E K, dF(z,)(p),..., 
dF(z-,,,)(p) are vectors in C” which span (since F is an embedding) a 
subspace of C” of dimension k. Thus dF(u,) ,..., dF(r,,,) are the rows 
of an ~1 x n matrix U, whose entries are in .&-l(K), which is every- 
where of rank k. Let u’ be the matrix found by Lemma 4.2. It easily 
follows that z&(p) is a projection onto the tangent space TF(K),F~l,) and 
thus that J(p) = I - W’(P) projects onto a space complementary to 
T F(K) .I;(,d ) and ker J(P) -= TF(K)F(,,) . J is an (n x n)-matrix with 
entries in .&-l(K). Now, let Z/J: K x C”& -+ C” be defined by 
Since d$( p, 0) = dF(p) @ J(p), and J(p) projects onto a complement 
of dF(p), the map d$(p, 0) is surjective. By the implicit function 
theorem then, there is a neighborhood U of K in K x P, and an 
n-dimensional C’pl-manifold with boundary VI>(K) such that #: 
U + I/ is a fibering, with connected fibers of dimension k. Since $J is 
constant on the set ((p, u -f qJ; co E TK,,,) for fixed (p, ZI), u E Im J(p), 
and this is a submanifold of dimension k, these are the fibers. Thus the 
projection (p, 21) + p is constant on the fibers of Q!J, so descends to a 
Cq-l projection 7~: V ---f F(K), via #. 
To complete the proof, we shall construct a strongly pseudoconvex 
domain I? with C-l boundary such that its closure E is contained in 
V. For this, we shall forget F and write K for F(K). 
Let q be a 0-i function defined on K such that k’ = {X t K, 
V(X) J.’ 0), dq(p) # 0 for p E 8K, and Z,,(y) is positive definite for all 
p E K. Let z, ,..., x, be coordinates on C”, and let 
a@) =- r/2(77(x)) + A i / Xi(X) ~ Zi(7r(X))I”, SE 1.. 
i=l 
A simple calculation shows that ,Y$(cJ) is positive definite throughout V. 
Now, if x E aK, da = ds, on TK , so do(x) + 0 at X. If x E V - K, 
the fiber n-%(x) is a linear subspace of Cn, and CJ looks like a constant 
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plus the square of the Euclidean norm on that subspace. Since .x: is 
not the origin in those coordinates, da(x) + 0 again. Thus da never 
vanishes in i”K u (F’ ~ K). Choose A so large that 
I:’ (x E I,‘; o(x) 0: 
is a compact subset of II (as A --+ c/,1, E shrinks down to K, \vhich is 
compact, so this is possible). Since ilE C SK u (V ~- K). E is a f?-’ 
S. Ps. C. manifold of the required type” 
5. THE GENERALIZED THEOREM OF SIBONY AND \VEH~IEH 
5. I. DEFINITION. Let K be a 0 finite S. Ps. C. manifold, and F an 
n-tuple of functions in J&(K). We shall let 
P(F) = (p : F; p a polynomial in C”) 
.7/(F) = {v 0 F; p is a holomorphic function on a neighborhood of E’(K)j. 
5.2. '1'IHEOREM. I,et K be a C’J-jinite s. ps. C. manifold, au/ /et p he 
a C’I embedding of K Ato C”. Suppose (4.6), (4.7) hold, a?~d (I 4.. Then 
.pY(F) is uniformly dense in .@(K). 
F’Yoo~. By Theorem 4.8, there is a strongly pseudoconvc\ domain 
I? in C”, with closure E, and a continuous function x: E F K which 
is holomorphic on 8, and 7~ id on K. For f E xi(K), dcfinc c; on E 
by 
cp(.l.) -- f(F ‘(?T(.x))). 
‘l’hen cp E .&O(B). By the approximation theorem of Henkin [5] if c 0 
is given, there is a u’,, holomorphic in a neighborhood of I:‘ such that 
‘I-hen E > I! 4 - y: lK, so composing with F we obtain 
We immediately obtain, by the results of Section 3, 
5.3. THEOREM. Let K be a complete C’ jinite S. 1’s. C’. ruan~old. 
Then .d”(K) is uniformly dense in -cd”(K). 
Proof. By Proposition 3.3, there is an F = (.fi >...,f‘,) \Iith the 
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fj E ,dX(K) such that F: K + c” ’ is an embedding. Proposition 3.4 
implies (4.7), and Proposition 3.5 implies (4.6). Thus Theorem 5.2 
applies, so S?‘(F) is dense in do(K). But z!(F) C JY~(K). 
Now, we follow the arguments of Sibony-Wermer [16]. 
5.4. COROLLARY. Let K be a complete C” Jinite S. Ps. C. manifold. 
The?? for 0 < q < m, .&(K) husproperty (S) on K. 
Proof. The case q == CO is Proposition 3.5. For q =:< cc), .&l(K) is 
a Banach algebra (in the G-topology) and property (S) is equivalent 
to the assertion that every multiplicative linear functional is given by 
evaluation at a point of K. Let h be such a functional. Iffr -&‘(K), and 
h(f) i .f’R, then [f --- h(f)]m~i s is in .+1(K). But 
I X(l) fkLf ~ W)) UMf) ~~ W)l 6 
a contradiction. ‘l-hen X is continuous in the uniform norm, so extends 
to a multiplicative functional on the uniform closure of .&(K), which 
is .&O(K) by Theorem 5.3. Finally, by Corollary 3.9, A(j) ~1 f(p,,) 
for some p,, E K, for all ft A”(K). 
5.5. THEOREM. Let K be a complete C’ finite S. Ps. C. manifold. Let 
F: A’ --f C” be a C1 embedding, with F holomorphic ipl A-. 
(a) .&(F) is uniformly dense in .dO(K). 
(b) If F(K) is polynomiallv ronrex, P(F) is uniform& dense in 
.d”( K). 
PYOOf. Since K is C”, (4.7) holds by Proposition 3.4. (4.6) holds 
by the above corollary, so Theorem 5.2 applies: (a) is proven. If F(K) 
is polynomially convex, P(F) is uniformly dense in &(F) by Runge’s 
theorem, so (b) follows. 
Note that (a), above, may be regarded as a generalization of Henkin’s 
approximation theorem [5], while (b) is clearly a generalization of the 
theorem of Sibony-Wermer [ 161. 
Finally, we generalize the result of Kerzman-Nagel [7] and Bvrelid 
[ 141. The proof is exactly as in Rossi [ 151, but the setting is somewhat 
more general. 
5.6. THEOREM. Let K be a complete C” finite S. Ps. C. manifold, 
p E I?, and fi ,..., f,, E d(K) with 
(a> df,(p),-., dfk(p) span the complex cotangent spuce to K ut p, 
(b) [x E K:.f,(x) = *-. = f,,(x) = 0) E ;p’;, 
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then fi ,,.., fk generate the maximal ideal in &(K) consisting qf functions 
which vanish at p. 
Proof. If K is the closure of a strongly pseudoconvex domain in C”, 
this is Bvrelid’s theorem. By Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 4.8, we 
may assume that K is embedded as a C’-holomorphic retract of E, 
where E is the closure of a strongly pseudoconvex domain with C” 
boundary. Since p E & and k’ = 8 n K, we have that p E 8. If r: 
E + K is the projection of Theorem 4.8, we letg, _ fi 0 T, i < i < k, 
and hj = zj - zj 0 7rTT, j == I,..., n. Then g, ,..., gl( , h, ,..., h, satisfy 
(a) and (b) at p with K replaced by E. Thus, Ovrelid’s result applies. 
If f E .d(K) andf( p) = 0 then f 3 n E .&(E) and f 0 v(p) = 0. Hence, 
with ui , vi l &d(E). On restricting to K, we have 
with uilK E &(K). 
APPENDIX 
After submitting this paper, the authors learned of the article [17] 
by L. Boutet de Monvel in which it is proved that an abstract compact 
strictly pseudoconvex hypersurface of dimension >3 admits local 
coordinates. The idea of Boutet de Monvel provides us with a proof 
that (in our context), a finite S. Ps. C. manifold admits local coordinates 
at boundary points. Here is a summary of his argument as it applies 
here. 
THEOREM. Let K be a jkite S. Ps. C. manifold of dimension 2n - 1, 
and let x E 8K. There are fi ,..., f,, E A”(K) whose diferentials at x are 
independent. 
Proof. Since the almost complex structure of K is formally in- 
tegrable, we can find formal power series centered at K with the 
desired properties. More exactly, we can find v, ,..., qn E F(K) with 
a(~) = 0, 1 < j < n, dyl(x),..., d&x) independent, such that 
%h ,..*, 29, vanish to infinite order at x. Let F = (qi ,,.,, p)J: K + Cn. 
q(K) is thus a strongly pseudoconvex domain relative to some neigh- 
borhood of 0. Let g be the pull-back via y of E. E. Levi’s quadratic 
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polynomial (IXB2) of [4]. Then g E C”(K), ag vanishes to infinite 
order at x, and Reg(x) > cd(x, z)” for some c > 0, in any suitable 
metric on K near x. 
Thus lim,,, a(~~ e-w@) = 0 in the C” topology on (0, I)-forms. 
Since the map inverting 2 in Theorem 1.8 is continuous in the C’ 
topology (see [S; 9; or 17, Proposition 3]), we can find h$ E C”(K) 
such that %zjn z i/(pjj e+‘) and lim,,, hjA = 0 in C”(K). Then 
fj” = hjA -- yj e--hg E /J”(K), and for h large enough, cthj” is so small 
that the span of {&j/\(x); 1 < j < n} has the same dimension as the 
span of (d(yj eMAg)(x) =: dyj(x), 1 < j < n>, which is n. 
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